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Abstract: Nowadays crime activities have increased in almost all areas, but this paper only focuses on who performs illegal 
activities within the organization. A user may perform insider and phishing attacks in the organization. A legitimate user of 
an organization may try to login in the administrator id, and then perform some illegal activities. Due to these activities, 
sensitive data can be modified or corrupted. Identification of illegal user’s behavior is very difficult within the organization. 

The scope  of this work is to analyze the log files, to filter out the user profiles of those who are involved in suspicious 
activity and to detect the suspicious activity of the user. In any organization, large number of log files is being generated, log 

manger system helps to take an optimal solutions. Although, a variety of log supervisor gadget exists, however, they are not 
providing that much efficiency. This paper analyses the ELK stack working principles and compare it with Splunk. ELK 
stack include many additional features such as indexing, preprocessing a large amount of  logs and producing graphical 
representation output using kibana. 
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1. Introduction  

System administrators should have great knowledge about the current trend of attacks and its behavior trails 

of the attacks, then only they could maintain an organization more secure and prevent the problem. April 2017 

cyber-attack statistics[7] says that 74.1% cybercrime activities happened on internet and 21.2% activities were 

of cyber espionage activities, it means using a computer network to access the confidential information and 

mainly targeted on government sector. 3.5% were hackactivism activities, it means unauthorized access to 

private file with the organization[7]. 1.2%  were cyber warfare, it means using computer technology to disturb 

the state or organization.  These are the reasons  behind the motive of the attack. Attacker activities are now 

rapidly detected using ELK stack[9,10] to analysis and detect illegal activities in the organization. 

        Log control system [9] offers with a high quantity of log information generated with the aid of using 

computers. There is lots of the process includes inclusive of log collection, centralized aggregation, long-time 

period retention, log evaluation, logs looking and reporting. The evaluation of those logs now no longer only 

facilitates the agencies of their decision making, however additionally in improving their protection and 

services. An insider attack is a one of the malicious attack on a computer system by a user with, authorized 

system access and perform some illegal activities [14]. For example: legitimate user impersonation as an 

administrator. Phishing attack[13] is a one kind of attack and its attempt to obtain confidential information such 

as credit card details, account holder name, passwords often for malicious reasons, these are issues in 

trustworthy entity in an electronic communication [15]. Some phishing e-mails also contains malicious or 

unwanted software that can track your activities or slow your computer. For example: Creating a fake website 

and inserting it within the legitimate webpage. 

2. ELK   

ELK  is a hard and fast of 3 additives, they are, Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana [10]. Although, 

Logstash and Elasticsearch paintings on separately, the 3 additives are valid for use as an incorporated solution, 

currently known as the Elastic Stack [9]. These components are available in open sources and it provided by 

Elastic company. Fig.1 gives descriptive overview of the working process of ELK Stack. Logstash collect data 

from filesbeats then which is transferred to the Elasticsearch. It creates indexes for data after visualizing the 

data. 
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Fig. 1 Architecture of ELK Stack 

A. Logstash 

Logstash is a bottom of the ELK stacks and it is an open source component available in the cloud. 

Logstash[9] used to collect all log files with the help of Filebeat. It collect logs from several source to 

elasticsearch. In Fig. 2 describe the three stages of pipeline performed for each event. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Three stage pipeline of Logstash 
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Listing 1. Logstash configuration 

 B. Elasticsearch 

Elasticsearch is placed in the center of ELK stack and it is an open supply thing to be had withinside the 

cloud. Logstash ship records too Elasticsearch, it retrieves records, then create the index (Listing 2) for the 

records. Elasticsearch [9] allows governing and showing all factors of a grouping data.. Elasticsearch may be 

used like every other NoSQL statistics store. Elastic given wrappers for the Application Programming Interface 

in famous programming languages inclusive of DOT Net, Java, Groovy and .NET. Data maintain mechanism is 

important,to analyses the statistics of data from multiple sources.  Delete operation is achieved on entire 

index.PUT ‘http://localhost:9200’ 

 

Listing 2. Index template 

 C. Kibana 

The kibana is a pinnacle of ELK stack and it's far an open source additives to be had withinside the cloud. It 

has become in particular designed as a graphical platform for Elasticsearch. Kibana provide the graphical 

output and using interface to analyses the data. Kibana have four major parts: dashboard, discover the data, 

Graphical representation of output and managing the data. These are the parts are used to analyses the data from 

multiple sources.   

3. SPLUNK 

Splunk is an industrial software program for facts,analysis platform. It is used in lots of fields along with 

communication, security, hospital, education. Splunk affords an effective User Interface (UI) and customers can 

use their personal UI configuration [16]. More than 12,000 clients in enterprises, provider vendors and 

governments in over a hundred and ten nations use Splunk answers in the cloud and onpremises. 
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 Fig. 3: Splunk price plan 

4. Related Work 

Tarun Prakash, et al., [1] The internet penetration charge goes greater complex, large variety of log 

documents is being generated, that have hidden statistics having enormous value. To release the hidden returns, 

log control gadget enables in making decisions [18]. Nowadays masses of log control exists, however,they both 

are high priced or fail to scale. These works [1] demonstrates the running of ELK ecosystem, i.e. Elasticsearch, 

Logstash and Kibana integrate collectively too Correctly offer an interactive, examine the log documents and 

easily comprehensible insights.In this paper done the Geo identity of customers primarily based totally at the 

gate admission to logs the usage of ELK stacks, They have used a touch amount of log statistics set simply to 

illustrate the usability of ELK stack. It is cost,powerful and had a large,energetic contributor base which makes 

it greater aggressive compared to different.  

Andrei Talaş, et al., [2] Elasticsearch provide advantages  to user, they can change  definitions  at any time, 

while in other traditional approaches  should be created before transferring the information and if a definition 

must be changed, they require resending of data. ELK Stack provide high performance in retrieving, processing, 

searching or analyzing large volumes of data[11].  

Sung Jun Son, et al., [3] This paper compares to performance analysis and execution time for ELK stack and 

Splunk. ELK stack can be a powerful tool for security log analysis and also it is an open source product 

compared to the other  log analysis tool which are high cost. It is freely available and easily understandable to 

work and analysis large amount of data within a particular period[19]. ELK stack can provide support many 

languages (Java, Python, Curl, etc.) to work with any platform, but Splunk has lots of restrictions and it is a 

commercial product. Splunk has a price plan list based on that pay to use product. 

Fadi Thabtah, et al., [4] Phishing websites are used to retrieve sensitive data for users and information that 

are     used   to modify valuable data. Traditional approaches use C4.5 Algorithm to create rules. Each URL has 

five parts (Protocol, Sub-domain, Resource name, Top-level domain, File path) that are used to create rules. 

These rules are used to identify the phishing websites and avoid attack activities. Rule 1, length of the URL is 

less than 54 character then that is a legitimate website otherwise called phishing website. Rule 2, domain name 

part contains ‘@’ symbol that is a phishing website. Rule 3, domain name part contains ‘_’ symbol that is a 

phishing website. These rules are generated with C4.5 algorithm. 

Sven Kohler, et al., [5] within the organization it very difficult to identify attack activities and without 

legitimate knowledge attacker can perform some illegal activism[18]. Sometimes legitimate user also performs 

illegal operation to hide them from organization. Logic-rule-based static analysis approach used to 

automatically identify the insider attack and also identify how many ways to perform attack activities[20]. This 

algorithm more effectively identifies the insider attacker of the organization. 

5. Methodology 

 

Fig. 4: User Profiling 
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Fig. 5: Correlation of Log files 

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 describe user profile by correlation of log file[8]. Sys log, Auth log, web log merges to 

make the user profile. Based on login, timestamp, process id the proposed architecture perform the correlation 

operation[6]. Fig. 6 gives descriptive overview of working process. Filebeats is used to collect all logs, then 

shipping to the Logstash Management System (LMS) [21]. It collects all log files with the help of Filebeats, 

then apply the filter. Elasticsearch perform a filter operation and pattern matching algorithm are used to find the 

suspicious Traffic IP. Kibana is used to visualize data in graph and snapshot, etc. 

 

 

Fig. 6 :Overall Architecture 

6. Experimental Results 

 

Fig. 7 : Create an index pattern with help of Elasticsearch 
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Fig. 7 describes the index pattern creation with the help of Elasticsearch. In browser, localhost:5601 show 

visualization of data. First, we have created the index pattern for data based on that we have visualized the data. 

 

Fig. 8 Retrieve logs from Elasticsearch 

Fig. 8 describes the way to retrieve the log files from Elasticsearch. Once created an index pattern for data 

that is used to retrieve the entire log from elasticsearch is created. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Frequently login IP address. 

Fig. 9 shows frequent login, IP address. A legitimate user only login per day once or more than two, based 

on that analysis the most frequently login, IP address that user may perform the insider attack. 
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Fig. 10 Frequently Login User Proflie 

Fig. 10 depicts frequently login profile. Based on the most frequent login, IP address will collect relevant 

timestamp and URLs. 

7. Conclusion 

We have counseled open supply platform of  ELK , to construct a large safety log evaluation device for 

small or medium sized enterprises. It offers information about the setup value of business merchandise 

withinside the beginning level and it makes startups unfastened from the attempt of constructing their personal 

log evaluation device with primitive Hadoop and MongoDB, etc. ELK stack display comparable or excessive 

overall performance in locating for unique safety logs which fits particular conditions. In addition, ELK answer 

offers diverse sorts of visualization gear which can be beneficial for safety administrators. So, ELK stack may 

be a effective safety log evaluation device with proper overall performance in comparison to excessive value 

business product as proved from our investigation results. 
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